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1. Why don’t you … squash?
A) cheer up

B) take up

2. Which word is the odd one out?
A) punctual
B) simultaneous
3. - Hey, are we going out tonight?
- Sorry, I can’t. ….
A) I’m snowed under homework.
C) An exam lies ahead.

C) practise

D) brush up

C) eternal

D) redundant

B) I must knuckle down.
D) I’ve taken on a few employees.

4. Which one is a definition of the word ‘vintage‘?
A) excellent in quality, made several years ago
B) to be like clothes, music etc from the recent past
C) someone who has a lot of knowledge and experience because they have been doing something for a long time
D) something of high quality, especially something from the past
5. Which word collocates with the word “mind”?
A) make up
B) cross

C) one-track

D) bear in

6. Which idiom is associated with CHANGE?
A) break the mould
B) turn over a new leaf

C) know inside out

D) change your tune

7. Which word is from the “NEW” word family?
A) renewal
B) newness

C) anew

D) newly

8. You must be careful when you sit … the wheel.
A) under
B) over

C) at

D) behind

9. You can … this chair to your height.
A) adapt
B) adopt

C) adjust

D) amend

10. Which word is the odd one out?
A) select
B) pick

C) choose

D) elect

11. Look at the time! We’d better … or we’ll be late.
A) jump at the chance
B) back onto

C) raise our hopes

D) get a move on

12. I wish I … speak English, then I … read Shakespeare in the original.
A) could / would be able to
B) am able to / could
C) can / will

D) could / will be able to

13. He’s really happy … the news.
A) about
B) at

D) for

C) with

14. … Pam doesn’t speak English, I think she should visit London.
A) Even though
B) Even if
C) Provided that

D) In spite of the fact that

15. Draw the curtains if it … you to sleep.
A) will help
B) helps

D) would have helped

C) would help

16. … King visited … Himalayas but he had … toothache and had to come back.
A) The / --- / a
B) --- / the / a
C) The / the / a

D) The / the / ---

17. I knew, as … , that I would graduate soon.
A) did my parents
B) my parents had

C) my parents did

D) had my friends

18. Are these windows made of …?
A) the glass
B) glasses

C) glass

D) a glass

19. Which forms are correct?
A) sew – sewed – sewn

C) shine – shone – shone

B) seek – sought – sought

20. … of the plates had been smashed.
A) None
B) Whole

C) Each

D) spread – spread – spread

D) Every

21. Which sentence is correct?
A) Had you had your bike long before it broke down? B) We were working on my homework for three hours yesterday.
C) When Lou called, I had managed to fix her computer. D) The ancient Romans would attend gladiator fights regularly.
22. Doctors’ handwriting is usually … .
A) illiterate
B) illegible

C) illegitimate

23. I never thought that we’d have problems. = …
A) It didn’t slip my mind that we’d have problems.
C) It never came to a conclusion that we’d have problems.

B) It didn’t cross my mind that we’d have problems.
D) I never doubted that we’d have problems.

24. A lorry carrying chemicals has crashed into a river and has … water.
A) decayed
B) contaminated
C) polluted

D) illuminated

D) strengthened

25. Which sentence is correct?
A) I don’t remember asking for your opinion.
C) I forgot to lock the door.

B) Try not to forget his birthday.
D) I like to eat out once a week.

26. Which word collocates with the word “question”?
A) beg
B) raise

C) awkward

D) beyond

27. I’m dreaming … a beautiful house with a garden.
A) of
B) about

C) that

D) to

28. I …. this situation.
A) am in the dark about
C) need to take stock of

B) can’t put two and two together regarding
D) don’t have a leg to stand on in

